
CS61B Week 7: Midterm Review

1. Write a function counts that, when given an array of positive ints in the range of
[0, Integer.MAX_VALUE], returns an array where the value at each index in the array is the num-
ber of times that index appeared in the input. For example, if given [1, 4, 5, 4, 3, 1, 4, 4, 4],
counts will return [0, 2, 0, 1, 5, 1].
public static int[] counts(int[] input) {

2. How can you check to see if an int is less than 0 using only == or != and the bit operators?

3. Jack has a bug: his Account objects keep losing (or gaining) money seemingly at random as his
program executes. What is the probable cause of the error in this code that he bug-submitted:

public class Account {

/** A new account with the given ID and initial balance BALANCE. */

Account(String id, int balance) {

_id = id;

_balance = balance;

}

void deposit(int amount) {

if (amount < 0)

throw new IllegalArgumentException("negative deposit");

_balance += amount;

}

void withdraw(int amount) {

if (amount < 0 || amount > _balance)

throw new IllegalArgumentException("invalid amount");

_balance -= amount;

}

int balance() {

return _balance;

}

/** ID of this account. */

final String _id;

/** Current balance. */

static int _balance;

}



4. A ludicrously fast rocket flies past your window at 150,000 km/sec and its occupant drops a slip of
paper indicating the current time according to his microsecond clock: exactly noon. (Somehow he
accomplishes this without the paper instantly incinerating and without your office building being
destroyed by a gigantic sonic boom). Continuing at constant speed, he then flies by another office
window 150km away and drops another slip of paper indicating the current time according to his
clock. What time is on the second slip?

5. Given the following classes, what does Templ.s(new Grandchild(2)) print? It may be a runtime
error.

abstract class Templ {

abstract int f();

int g() {

return 2 * f();

}

static void s(Templ x) {

System.out.println(x.g());

}

}

class Child extends Templ {

Child(int z) {

_z = z;

}

int f() {

return _z;

}

int _z;

}

class GrandChild extends Child {

GrandChild(int z) {

super(z);

_z = 5*z;

}

int g() {

return 3 * f();

}

int _z;

}



6. Fill in the following method to obey its comment. Introduce any auxiliary methods you want.

/** Distribute the elements of L to the lists in R round-robin

* fashion. That is, if m = R.length, then the first item in L

* is appended to R[0], the second to R[1], ..., the mth item

* to R[m-1], the m+1st to R[0], etc. So if R starts out containing

* the IntList sequences [1, 2], [3, 4, 5], and [], and L starts out

* containing [6, 7, 8, 9], then distribute(L, R) causes R to end up

* containing [1, 2, 6, 9], [3, 4, 5, 7], and [8]. May destroy the

* original list L. Must not create any new IntList elements. */

static void distribute(IntList L, IntList[] R) {



7. A FileList is a kind of read-only List<String> whose items are words that come from a Scanner.
Thus, if the Scanner, input, is created to read from a file containing

My eyes are fully open to my awful situation,

I shall go at once to Roderick and make him an oration.

then after

FileList f = new FileList(input);

we’d have f.get(0).equals("My"), f.get(8).equals("situation,"), and so forth. We require
that the FileList never tries to read any more from the Scanner than needed to fulfill the needs
of any particular call on its method. For example, it never asks its Scanner to read the fifth word
from the input until the user first calls .get(4) to get the fifth item of the list, or makes some
other call (such as .size) that requires actually finding out what that item is (or whether it exists
at all). Once the fifth item has been read, subsequent calls to .get(4) retrieve the same item from
memory. As a result, we should be able to apply the FileList to a Scanner that takes its input
from the terminal, without having its operations hang until the user has typed in all the input. Fill
in the methods shown for the partial definition of FileList below to meet this specification. Add
any instance variables or private methods you need. You may use any classes in the Java library.

public class FileList extends AbstractList<String> {

private Scanner _input;

/* We assume that _input is set by an (unmentioned) constructor. */

@Override

public int size() {

@Override

public String get(int k) {


